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Abstract
In this paper we prove strong completeness
of axiomatic extensions of First Order SMTL
logic adding the so-called quasi-witnessed ax-
ioms with respect to quasi-witnessed Models.
In order to achieve this result, we make use of
methods that are typical of Classical Predi-
cate Logic, and have been later generalized
by P. Ha´jek to cope with Predicate Fuzzy
Logic. At the end of the paper, we obtain,
as a particular case, the result of strong com-
pleteness, already proven by M.C. Laskowski
and S. Malekpour, for Product Predicate
Logic with respect to quasi-witnessed Mod-
els.
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Mathematical Fuzzy Logic, First Order
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1 INTRODUCTION
In recent times there has been a growing interest on
First Order Fuzzy Logic due, among other facts, to its
role in the construction of Description Logics (DLs)
for the Semantic Web (see [1]). Since its birth in the
eighties, Classical DLs enjoyed of an already existing
wide amount of results in Classical First Order Logic.
Also, during the last twenty years there have been at-
tempts to develop DLs based on Fuzzy Logic, in or-
der to cope with vague information but, in this field,
the main results obtained are limited to the case of
the so-called Zadeh logic1 and, in the last time, af-
ter Ha´jek’s paper [5], some results on FDL over Go¨del
1This is a logic whose connectives are related to
max,min, the negation function ¬x = 1−x and the impli-
and  Lukasiewicz Logic (see [2]). A basic result on FDL
over  Lukasiewicz are based on an important property
shared by Classical and  Lukasiewicz First Order Logic:
the so-called witnessed model property defined in [5].
In [4], generalizing the classical case, the value of an
universally (existentially) quantified formula is the in-
fimum (supremum) of the values of the results of re-
placing the quantified variable by the evaluation of a
term of the language in M. In the context of Clas-
sical Logic, as well as every finitely valued logic, the
infimum and supremum turn out to be a minimum
and a maximum, respectively, but, when we move to
infinitely valued logics, we can find sets of formulas
which have values whose infimum (resp. supremum) is
strictly different from each element of the set, i.e., the
quantified formula has no witness. A witnessed model
is then a model in which each quantified formula has a
witness and it is an important property because Ha´jek
proves that it implies a limited form of finite model
property for Description Logics based on  Lukasiewicz
logic. Moreover, he introduces the so-called witness-
ing axioms that are satisfied in  Lukasiewicz Logic and,
adding them to any axiomatic extension of MTL∀, we
obtain a logic complete with respect to witnessed mod-
els. The ALC description language over these logics
extended by means of witnessing axioms, enjoys the
finite model property. In particular, using such re-
sults, in [5], Ha´jek proves that assertion satisfiability
and validity, for fuzzy ALC based on  Lukasiewicz t-
norm are decidable problems.
In [8] it is proven that  Lukasiewicz First Order Logic
is complete with respect to witnessed models (or, in
other words, it has the witnessed model property), but
also that neither Go¨del, nor Product First Order Logic
share this property. In fact no other first order logic
of a continuous t-norm enjoys this property, since it is
related to continuity of the truth functions that it is
known that only  Lukasiewicz logic has. However, in [9]
cation function x → y = max(¬x, y), all of them defined
over the real unit interval. Even though this is not a resid-
uated logic, it is definable in  Lukasiewicz logic.
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is proven that Product Predicate Logic enjoys a weaker
property, what we call quasi-witnessed model property.
Quasi-witnessed models2 are models in which when-
ever the value of an universally quantified formula is
strictly greater than 0, then it has a witness, while ex-
istentially quantified formulas are always witnessed. In
this paper we prove, following the style of [8] that there
is an axiomatic extension of SMTL that enjoys quasi-
witnessed model property3; the result of [9] about the
completeness of Product First Order Logic with re-
spect to quasi-witnessed models, will follow as a corol-
lary from our main result.
2 PRELIMINARIES
The logic SMTL is defined in the literature as the ax-
iomatic extension of the Monoidal t-norm Logic MTL
by the axiom:
(PC) ϕ ∧ ¬ϕ→ ⊥
At the semantic level it is the logic of left-continuous t-
norms whose associated negation is the so called Go¨del
negation, i.e. the negation whose truth function, in the
standard semantics, is defined by:
n(x) =
{
0, if x > 0
1, if x = 0
In this paper we deal with an axiomatic extension of
predicate SMTL, denoted by SMTL∀qw, which we de-
fine below; following [4], we previously define first or-
der SMTL logic, (denoted by SMTL∀).
Definition 2.1 SMTL∀ is the expansion of proposi-
tional SMTL adding the two ”classical” quantifiers ∀
and ∃ and the following set of axiom schemata:
(P) the axioms resulting from the axioms of SMTL
after the substitution of propositional variables by
formulas of the new predicate language.
(∀1) (∀x)ϕ(x)→ ϕ(t), where t is substitutable for x in
ϕ.
(∃1) ϕ(t)→ (∃x)ϕ(x), where t is substitutable for x in
ϕ.
2This models are called closed models in [9] but we de-
cided, after some discussions with colleagues, to use the
more informative name of quasi-witnessed models. We take
into account the fact that the name closed is used in math-
ematics and logic in many different context with different
meanings and could induce some confusions.
3In what follows we implicitly maintain that we are con-
sidering always safe models: a safe model, as defined in [4],
is a model in which, for each first order formula of a given
language, the value (the required infima and suprema) is
always defined.
(∀2) (∀x)(χ → ϕ) → (χ → (∀x)ϕ(x)), where x is not
free in χ.
(∃2) (∀x)(ϕ → χ) → ((∃x)ϕ(x) → χ), where x is not
free in χ.
(∀3) (∀x)(χ∨ϕ)→ (χ∨ (∀x)ϕ(x)), where x is not free
in χ.
and which has, as rules of inference, Modus Ponens
(MP) and generalization (G): From ϕ infer (∀x)ϕ(x).
Definition 2.2 Let L∀ be an axiomatic extension of
SMTL∀. We denote by L∀qw the axiomatic extension
of L∀ by the following axiom schemata called, from
now on, “quasi-witnessed axioms”:
(C∃) (∃y)((∃x)ϕ(x)→ ϕ(y)),
(ΠC∀) ¬¬(∀x)ϕ(x)→ ((∃y)(ϕ(y)→ (∀x)ϕ(x))).
These quasi-witnessed axioms are a modification of
witnessed axioms. The first one, (C∃), is a wit-
nessed axiom and the second one says that the wit-
nessed axiom (C∀) (∃y)(ϕ(y) → (∀x)ϕ(x))) is valid
only when (∀x)ϕ(x) is different from 0, i.e., when
¬¬(∀x)ϕ(x) = 1.
Definition 2.3 The logic Π∀ (resp. Π∀qw) is the ax-
iomatic extension of SMTL∀ (resp. SMTL∀qw) by the
following axioms4:
(C) ϕ ∧ ψ ↔ ϕ (ϕ→ ψ),
(Π) ¬¬χ→ (((ϕ χ)→ (ψ  χ))→ (ϕ→ ψ)).
The following definitions are required to prove the
main results given in Section 3. They are typical
within the framework of Classical First Order Logic.
Their presentation in our context, slightly different
from the classical one, follows the generalization, due
to [8], and necessary to adapt them to a many-valued
framework.
Definition 2.4 We say that a theory T ′ in a predicate
language Γ′ is an expansion of a theory T in a predi-
cate language Γ, if Γ ⊆ Γ′ and, each formula provable
in T is provable in T ′. We say that T ′ is a conser-
vative expansion of T if T ′ is an expansion of T and
each formula in the language of T , provable in T ′, is
provable in T .
Definition 2.5 A theory T is linear if, for each pair
of sentences ϕ,ψ, we have T ` ϕ→ ψ or T ` ψ → ϕ.
4Alternatively, Π∀ (resp. Π∀qw) can be defined as the
expansion of the well known Propositional Product Logic Π
by classical quantifiers and axioms in Definition 2.2 (resp.
2.1).
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Definition 2.6 Let Γ and Γ′ be predicate languages
such that Γ ⊆ Γ′ and T a Γ′-theory. We say that T
is ∀-Γ-Henkin if, for each Γ-sentence ϕ = (∀x)ψ(x)
such that T 0 ϕ, there is a constant c in Γ′ such that
T 0 ψ(c).
We say that T is ∃ -Γ-Henkin if, for each Γ-sentence
ϕ = (∃x)ψ(x) such that T ` ϕ, there is a constant c
in Γ′ such that T ` ψ(c).
A theory is called Γ-Henkin if it is both ∀-Γ-Henkin
and ∃ -Γ-Henkin.
If Γ = Γ′, we say that T is ∀-Henkin (∃-Henkin,
Henkin).
From a semantic point of view, before defining what
a first order model is, we need a definition of SMTL-
algebra.
Definition 2.7 An SMTL-algebra A = 〈A,∩,∪, ∗,⇒
, 0, 1〉 is a bounded commutative integral residuated lat-
tice which satisfies the following equations:
1. (x⇒ y) ∪ (y ⇒ x) = 1,
2. x ∩ (x⇒ 0) = 0.
Moreover, if it is linearly ordered, we say that it is a
SMTL-chain.
For each axiomatic extension L of SMTL, a L-algebra
is a SMTL-algebra satisfying the equations correspond-
ing to added axioms.
Let Γ be a predicate language without function
symbols and A a SMTL-chain. An A-structure
for a given predicate language Γ is a structure
M=(M, (PM)P∈Γ, (cM)c∈Γ), where M 6= ∅, each PM
is an n-ary A-fuzzy relation on M and each cM is an
element of M . The truth value ‖ϕ‖A,M of a predicate
formula ϕ is defined in the usual way and so are the
concepts of satisfiability and validity. In [8], we find
the following useful definitions and result, which we
report without proof. In what follows, we will denote
by A any SMTL-chain.
Definition 2.8 Let (A1,M1) and (A2,M2) be mod-
els in the languages Γ1 and Γ2 respectively and let
Γ1 ⊆ Γ2. We say that a pair (f, g) is an elementary
embedding if:
1. the mapping f is an injection of M1 into M2,
2. the mapping g is an embedding of A1 into A2,
3. for each Γ1-formula ϕ(x1, . . . , xn) and a1, . . . , an
∈ M1, it holds that g(‖ϕ(a1, . . . , an)‖(A1,M1)) =
‖ϕ(f(a1), . . . , f(an))‖(A2,M2).
Definition 2.9 Let T be a linear Henkin theory,
then the canonical model of T is the structure
(LindT ,CM(T )), where LindT is the Lindenbaum
algebra of theory T , the domain of CM(T) consists
of the object constants cCM(T) = c and, for every
predicate n-ary symbol P ∈ Γ, PCM(T)(t1, . . . , tn) =
[P (t1, . . . , tn)]T .
From here on, for simplicity, we will write CM(T ) to
denote (LindT ,CM(T )).
Definition 2.10 Let (A,M) be a structure and
Alg((A,M)) be the subalgebra of A whose domain is
the set {‖ϕ‖A,Mv | ϕ, v} of truth degrees of formulas
under all M-evaluation v of variables. Call (A,M)
exhaustive if A = Alg((A,M)).
The following lemma is a direct consequence of Lemma
4 of [8] and we will not prove it here.
Lemma 2.11 Let T1, T2, T be SMTL∀-theories. If T2
is a conservative expansion of T1, then, for each ex-
haustive model (A,M) of T1, there exists a linear
Henkin theory T extending T2 such that (A,M) can
be elementarily embedded into CM(T).
3 COMPLETENESS WITH
RESPECT TO
QUASI-WITNESSED MODELS
In this section we will state and prove the main result
of this paper, i.e., that if we add axioms C∃ and ΠC∀ to
any predicate fuzzy logic extending SMTL∀, we obtain
a logic that is complete with respect to quasi-witnessed
models. Within this section, we will write L∀ to denote
any axiomatic extencion SMTL∀.
Definition 3.1 Let Γ be a predicate language, and
(A,M) a model, then we say that (A,M) is quasi-
witnessed if, for every Γ-formula ϕ(x, y1, . . . , yn):
1. For each tuple c1, . . . , cn of elements in M there
exist a ∈M such that ‖(∃x)ϕ(x, c1, . . . , cn)‖(A,M)
= ‖ϕ(a, c1, . . . , cn)‖(A,M).
2. For each tuple c1, . . . , cn of elements in M either
‖(∀x)ϕ(x, c1, . . . , cn)‖(A,M) = 0, or there exists
b ∈ M such that ‖(∀x)ϕ(x, c1, . . . , cn)‖(A,M) =
‖ϕ(b, c1, . . . , cn)‖(A,M).
Lemma 3.2 If a model (A,M) of L∀ is quasi-
witnessed, then (A,M) satisfies (C∃) and (ΠC∀).
Proof Let (A,M) be a quasi-witnessed model of L∀,
then:
1. Since, by the first condition of Defini-
tion 3.1, there exists a ∈ M such
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that ‖ϕ(a)‖(A,M) = ‖(∃x)ϕ(x)‖(A,M), then
(A,M) |= (∃x)ϕ(x) → ϕ(a). So, by axiom
(∃1) and (MP), (A,M) |= (∃y)((∃x)ϕ(x) →
ϕ(y)).
2. By the second condition of Definition
3.1, there exists b ∈ M such that ei-
ther ‖ϕ(b)‖(A,M) = ‖(∀x)ϕ(x)‖(A,M), or
‖(∀x)ϕ(x)‖(A,M) = 0. If ‖(∀x)ϕ(x)‖(A,M) =
0, then, ‖¬¬(∀x)ϕ(x)‖(A,M) = 0 and, triv-
ially, (A,M) |= ¬¬(∀x)ϕ(x)→ ((∃y)(ϕ(y)→
(∀x)ϕ(x))). If, on the other hand,
‖ϕ(b)‖(A,M) = ‖(∀x)ϕ(x)‖(A,M), then
(A,M) |= ϕ(b) → (∀x)ϕ(x), and, by ax-
iom (∃1) and (MP), (A,M) |= (∃y)(ϕ(y) →
(∀x)ϕ(x)). So, (A,M) |= ¬¬(∀x)ϕ(x) →
((∃y)(ϕ(y)→ (∀x)ϕ(x))).
As for witnessed models and  L∀w, the converse of the
last lemma does not hold: to show this fact, consider
the model ([0, 1]Π, (N, rP )), where rP (n) = 1m +
1
n+2 ,
for a fixed but arbitrary positive integer m > 1. Such
model, when we take ϕ(x) = P (x), validates axiom
(ΠC∀), but it is not quasi-witnessed because, on the
one hand, ‖(∀x)ϕ(x)‖([0,1]Π,(N,rP )) = 1m > 0 and on
the other hand, for each n ∈ N , ‖ϕ(n)‖([0,1]Π,(N,rP )) >
1
m = ‖(∀x)ϕ(x)‖([0,1]Π,(N,rP )). So, it does not respect
condition 2 of Definition 3.1. However, as in [8], it is
possible to prove the following result.
Lemma 3.3 Let Γ be a predicate language, and
(A,M) an exhaustive model of a Γ-theory T . Then
(A,M) is a L∀qw-model of T iff it can be elementarily
embedded into a quasi-witnessed model of T .
Proof (⇒) Let (A,M) be an exhaustive L∀qw-model
of T . By Lemma 2.11, there is a linear
Henkin theory T ′ extending T , such that
(A,M) can be elementarily embedded into
CM(T ′). Hence CM(T ′) is a L∀qw-model
of T and we have to show that CM(T ′) is
quasi-witnessed.
Due to the construction of the canoni-
cal model, each element of the domain of
CM(T ′) is a constant. Let ϕ(x) be a formula
with one free variable, then:
1. Suppose, on the one
hand, that ‖(∀x)ϕ(x)‖CM(T′) > 0, then
‖¬¬(∀x)ϕ(x)‖CM(T′) = 1.
Since, by axiom (ΠC∀), we have that T ′ `
¬¬(∀x)ϕ(x)→ ((∃y)(ϕ(y)→ (∀x)ϕ(x))),
then, by (MP), T ′ ` (∃y)(ϕ(y) →
(∀x)ϕ(x)). Since T ′ is ∃-Henkin, then
there exists some c such that T ′ ` ϕ(c)→
(∀x)ϕ(x). So, by axiom (∀1), we obtain
that ‖ϕ(c)‖CM(T′) = ‖(∀x)ϕ(x)‖CM(T′).
2. Suppose, on the other hand, that, for
every constant c ∈ Γ, ‖ϕ(c)‖CM(T′) 6=
‖(∀x)ϕ(x)‖CM(T′), then we have nec-
essarily that ‖(∀x)ϕ(x)‖CM(T′) = 0,
because, otherwise, as we have shown
before, we have that ‖ϕ(c)‖CM(T′) =
‖(∀x)ϕ(x)‖CM(T′), contradicting the sup-
position.
The proof of the other condition is similar to
Ha´jek’s proof of Lemma 5 in [8] and we will
not repeat it here.
(⇐) Suppose now that (A,M) can be elementarily
embedded into a quasi-witnessed model of T ,
hence, by Lemma 3.2, is a L∀qw-model of T .
Theorem 3.4 Let T be a theory and ϕ a formula in a
given predicate language, then T `L∀qw ϕ iff (A,M) |=
ϕ for every quasi-witnessed model (A,M) of the theory
T .
Proof The completeness of L∀ with respect to all (not
only quasi-witnessed) (A,M)-models is ensured
by Theorem 5 of [8], so we will restrict ourselves
to the quasi-witnessed part.
(⇒) As a consequence of Theorem 5 of [8], we
only have to check whether a quasi-witnessed
model satisfies axioms (C∃) and (ΠC∀), but
this result has been already shown in Lemma
3.2.
(⇐) Suppose that T 0L∀qw ϕ, then there ex-
ists a L∀qw-model (A,M) of T , such that
(A,M) 2 ϕ. Hence, by Lemma 3.3, there
exists a quasi-witnessed model (A′,M′) of T
such that (A′,M′) 2 ϕ.
4 THE CASE OF PREDICATE
PRODUCT LOGIC
In this section we will show that axioms (C∃) and
(ΠC∀) are provable in Π∀, i.e., that the logics Π∀ and
Π∀qw are equivalent. In order to do that, let us recall
that Π∀ is complete with respect to all models over a
product chain and any product chain is isomorphic to
the negative cone of a linearly ordered abelian group
with an added bottom (See Theorem 2.5 in [3]).
Definition 4.1 Let G = 〈G,+,−,0〉 be a totally or-
dered abelian group, then we denote by G− the negative
part of G, i.e., G− = {x ∈ G | x ≤ 0}. Moreover, we
denote by P(G) the structure 〈G−∪⊥,⊗,⇒,⊥〉, where
⊥ is an element which does not belong to G, and ⊗,
⇒ are two binary operations defined as follows:
x⊗ y =
{
x+ y if x, y ∈ G−,
⊥ otherwise,
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and
x⇒ y =
 0 ∧ (y − x) if x, y ∈ G
−,
0 if x = ⊥,
⊥ if x ∈ G− and y = ⊥.
As a consequence of Theorem 2.5 and Remark 2.2 of
[3] we have the following useful result.
Proposition 4.2 Let A be a non-trivial Π-chain5.
There exists a linearly ordered abelian group G, such
that A ∼= P(G). Moreover, G is univocally determined
up to isomorphism.
Notice that the isomorphism of the above proposition
maps the neutral element of the group onto the maxi-
mum element of the product chain and the added bot-
tom ⊥ to the minimum element of the product chain.
This last result allows us to look at the theory of lin-
early ordered abelian groups. Moreover, let G be a
linearly ordered abelian group and a, {ai}i∈ω ∈ G: it
is well known that, on the one hand, if {ai}i∈ω is an
increasing sequence and has limit a, then {a− ai}i∈ω
is a decreasing sequence and has limit 0. On the other
hand, if {ai}i∈ω is a decreasing sequence and has limit
a, then {ai − a}i∈ω is a decreasing sequence and has
limit 0. So, since, by Definition 4.1, the truncated
subtraction of the group is the interpretation of prod-
uct implication and the constant 0 of the group is the
isomorphic image of the maximum element 1 of the
product chain, then, by means of Proposition 4.2, we
can infer the following corollary.
Corollary 4.3 Let A be a product chain and
a, {ai}i∈ω ∈ A, then:
1. if {ai}i∈ω is an increasing sequence with limit a,
then {a ⇒ ai}i∈ω is an increasing sequence with
limit 1,
2. if {ai}i∈ω is a decreasing sequence with limit a,
then {ai ⇒ a}i∈ω is an increasing sequence with
limit 1.
With the help of the last corollary, we can prove the
main result of this section.
Lemma 4.4 The quasi-witnessed axioms (C∃) and
(ΠC∀) are theorems of Π∀.
5A Π-chain is a SMTL-chain which satisfies the equa-
tions:
1. x ∩ y = x ∗ (x⇒ y),
2. ((z ⇒ 0)⇒ 0)⇒ ((x ∗ z)⇒ (y ∗ z)⇒ (x⇒ y))01.
Proof We will show it semantically. Since Π∀ is com-
plete w.r.t. models over linearly ordered prod-
uct algebras, we have to prove that the quasi-
witnessed axioms are tautologies for these mod-
els. Let A be a product chain and let (A,M) be
a model of Π∀, then:
(C∃) Since ‖(∃y)((∃x)ϕ(x) → ϕ(y))‖(A,M) =
supy{supx{‖ϕ(x)‖(A,M)} ⇒ ‖ϕ(y)‖(A,M)}
and variables x and y range over the
same values, then, by Corollary 4.3,
‖(∃y)((∃x)ϕ(x) → ϕ(y))‖(A,M) = 1. So, ax-
iom (C∃) is a theorem of Π∀.
(ΠC∀) We know that ‖¬¬(∀x)ϕ(x)→ ((∃y)(ϕ(y)→
(∀x)ϕ(x)))‖(A,M)=¬¬infx{‖ϕ(x)‖(A,M)} ⇒
supy{‖ϕ(y)‖(A,M) ⇒ infx{‖ϕ(x)‖(A,M)}}.
If infx{‖ϕ(x)‖(A,M)} = 0, the result is ob-
vious. Otherwise (being a Go¨del negation)
¬¬infx{‖ϕ(x)‖(A,M)} = 1 and, therefore,
the value of the whole formula will be equal
to 1 iff ‖(∃y)(ϕ(y) → (∀x)ϕ(x))‖(A,M) =
supy{‖ϕ(y)‖(A,M) ⇒ infx{‖ϕ(x)‖(A,M)}} =
1, but this is a direct consequence of Corol-
lary 4.3. So, axiom (ΠC∀) is a theorem of
Π∀.
This last result, together with Theorem 3.4, is an al-
ternative way to prove the result of Laskowski and
Malekpour in [9].
Corollary 4.5 Let T be a theory and ϕ a formula in a
given predicate language, then T `Π∀ ϕ iff (A,M) |= ϕ
for every quasi-witnessed model (A,M) of the theory
T .
Next we adapt and generalize the result in [7]. Ac-
tually we can show that there is no other logic of a
continuous t-norm that is complete with respect to
quasi-witnessed models, but Product or  Lukasiewicz.
Denote by L(∗) the propositional logic of a continuous
t-norm ∗ (complete with respect to valuations over the
standard chain [0, 1]∗)6 and by L(∗)∀ its first order ex-
pansion.
Lemma 4.6 If a continuous t-norm ∗ is different
from Product or  Lukasiewicz, then there exists a model
of L(∗)∀ over [0, 1]∗ which does not satisfy axioms
(C∃) and (ΠC∀).
Proof If a continuous t-norm ∗ is different from Prod-
uct or  Lukasiewicz, then it has at least one el-
ement a ∈ (0, 1) which is idempotent. Let
([0, 1]∗, (N, rP )) be a model of L(∗)∀ and {an}n∈ω
a sequence of elements of [0, 1], different from a.
6By [0, 1]∗ = 〈[0, 1],max,min, ∗,⇒,¬, 0, 1〉 is denoted
the linear algebra defined over the real unit interval by a
left-continuous t-norm ∗ and its residuum ⇒.
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(C∃) Consider first order the interpretation such
that ‖rP (n))‖([0,1]∗,(N,rP )) = an, {an}n∈ω
is an increasing sequence of elements of
[0, 1] and sup{an}n∈ω = a 6= 1. In this
model, when we take ϕ(x) = P (x), we have
that ‖(∃y)((∃x)ϕ(x)→ ϕ(y))‖([0,1]∗,(N,rP )) =
supm∈ω{supn∈ω{an} ⇒ am} = supm∈ω{a⇒
am} = supm∈ω{am} = a 6= 1. So, (C∃) is
not a theorem of L(∗)∀.
(ΠC∀) Consider the first order interpretation such
that ‖rP (n))‖([0,1]∗,(N,rP )) = an, {an}n∈ω
is a decreasing sequence of elements of
[0, 1] and inf{an}n∈ω = a 6= 1.
In this model, when we take ϕ(x) =
P (x), we have that ‖¬¬(∀x)ϕ(x) →
(∃y)(ϕ(y) → (∀x)ϕ(x))‖([0,1]∗,(N,rP )) =
¬¬(infn∈ω{an}) ⇒ supm∈ω{am ⇒
infn∈ω{an}} = 1 ⇒ supm∈ω{am ⇒ a} =
1 ⇒ a = a 6= 1. So, (ΠC∀) is not a theorem
of L(∗)∀.
This last result allows us to prove the next general
result.
Proposition 4.7 If ∗ is a continuous t-norm, L(∗)∀
proves both (C∃) and (ΠC∀) iff ∗ is either  Lukasiewicz
or Product.
Proof One direction is proven in Corollary 4.5 for
Product Logic and is a consequence of witnessed
completeness for  Lukasiewicz. The other direction
is a direct consequence of Lemma 4.6.
5 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE
WORK
In this paper we have studied quasi-witnessed mod-
els and introduced quasi-witnessed axioms, that are
an extension of witnessed axioms. Finally we have
showed that the extension of any SMTL∀ logic with
quasi-witnessed axioms is complete with respect to
quasi-witnessed models. But quasi-witnessed axioms
are provable in Product first order logic and then
we recover the quasi-witnessed completeness proved
in [9]. We also show that the only logic of a con-
tinuous t-norm that prove quasi-witnessed axioms are
 Lukasiewicz and Product. As future work we have in
mind to study two different subjects:
1.- Is it possible to find results of decidability of Prod-
uct Description Logic based on quasi-witnessed
models (modifying and extending Ha´jek’s results
for witnessed models)?
2.- Is it possible to characterize the axiomatic exten-
sions of a first order logic of a left-continuous t-
norm with the witnessed axioms? And the same
question for a first order logic of a strict left-
continuous t-norm with the quasi-witnessed ax-
ioms?
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